I LOVE to see tulips and daffodils popping up in our yard but worry about their exposure
to the cold and snow during early spring. The good news is that flowering bulbs are
remarkably resilient and most will not be fazed by limited periods of cold weather. The
greatest risk to flowering bulbs is once they open as flowers, they are more sensitive to
frosts and freezes.
This reminds me of our students who grow up and are exposed to the difficult and “cold” parts of life and yet persevere.
Helping our children to “bloom” requires ongoing nurturing and care, beginning with the meeting of basic needs. We
provide thousands of meals each year, both breakfast and lunch. Wonderful, dedicated volunteers, primarily from our
food service group, pack 250 bags of food each week that our maintenance department delivers to our elementary
buildings to be sent home with students so that they have food for the weekend. We also distribute food through
Gleaners to local families in need.
Our homeless population has grown exponentially, and we provide multiple resources for them. Our students come from
a variety of family circumstances from two-parent homes, single-parent families, grandparent-headed families, and even
no-parent homes, with the emancipated youth attempting to make it on their own. Basic needs are not always met for
our students.
Center Line Public Schools and other agencies work hard to provide for all basic needs for all students. If these needs
are not met, it is very difficult for learning to take place. We have and will continue to make sure that our students are
taken care of, but we don’t stop there. We understand that with continual love and support, all students will continue to
“bloom.” Once they are willing to open up and make themselves vulnerable, they can be easily disillusioned and broken,
and this is not acceptable. We MUST work together to help them discover and build on their strengths so that they
develop resilience and grit and can power through challenges.
It truly takes a community to provide an environment that lifts and celebrates our students and steps in when difficulties
arise. Together we can change what is happening in society by reaching out to others in kindness and compassion,
reporting dangerous situations, and embracing the belief that we are all responsible for all children’s well-being. I am up
to the challenge. Are you?
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Eve Kaltz, Superintendent

This week we have seen a tremendous number of school closings due to
threats and concerns directed at schools. This, as with so many things, is a
good and bad consequence of the horrible tragedy that occurred in Florida.
Let's start with the positives. People are taking everything more seriously. Any utterance of a threat is taken as a
possible life-and-death situation, and that diligence is a positive. In addition, people are simply more aware. They
are noticing things that are outside the norm and are reporting those things to OK2SAY at 855-565-2729 (8-555OK2SAY) or http://www.michigan.gov/ok2say. Because of this, there are sure to be tragedies that are avoided due
to early reporting.
The negatives are abundant as well. Missed student class time, additional resources spent to investigate false
threats, and time spent managing calls and concerns are understood costs. The bigger concern and not
understood cost, both financially and emotionally, is the feeling of unease that has now crept into every facet of
our society. Even a threat, without action, erodes the feeling of safety and security among our students, our
parents, our staff, and really our entire community.
What can we do? That is the question that is on all of our minds. Reporting concerns, as stated above, is a huge
plus. However, I believe that what can make the biggest impact is talking and listening. That sounds simple, but it
is desperately needed in these times. Talking and listening doesn't mean yelling. It doesn't mean sticking to your
position, regardless of its merits. It doesn't mean the loudest suggestion wins. Talking and listening is kind of the
opposite of what is happening on the news channels these days.
However, we can do something about this. We can model for our students that disagreement is healthy and can
lead to better outcomes. We can model that even if our proposed solution to something isn't adopted, we should
still support the team and try to help the adopted solution succeed. We can model that not every perceived slight
or disrespect is something to go to battle over and that some things really are just not worth sacrificing a
relationship over.
I think one of the most important things we can do right now is to tell others that we appreciate them for who
they are and, while we may differ, that we still love them as human beings. If we all modeled this, I am certain we
would have far fewer tragedies.
I hope you all have a great NCAA March Madness weekend. Maybe my article will inspire some Spartans and
Wolverines to say, "I love you, man."
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The mission of
Center Line Public
Schools is to provide
all students relevant
and challenging
learning experiences to
inspire success and
empower them to be
leaders of tomorrow.

Conferences are this week at CLHS. For many parents it is a time to
meet face to face with their children’s teachers and find out what has
been happening in class. In some ways it is like Scrooge being visited
by the three ghosts: the Ghost of Classes Past, the Ghost of Classes
Present, and the Ghost of Classes Yet to Come. There is nothing to be
done about Classes Past—they will haunt, maybe forever. Classes
Present is a sample of where students are at the moment; there is
time to change before the doom of Classes Yet to Come!
As the Academy Coach, that which is yet to come is my job—thankfully, being a
ghost is not a requirement! I am creating opportunities for students’ futures. Our
business partners are stepping up and offering their time and resources on an
almost daily basis. We are developing plans for internships, goals and skills for
students to obtain through these programs, and the process by which they can get
there. The best part is that it is not a story. It is the reality of the Academies.
As freshmen, students should endeavor to develop their study skills and learn what
they are good at and what they like to do. Then when given the important choice
of which academy to select, they will have an accurate picture of which is the best
path for them.
As sophomores, students should continue to develop their skills and learn about
available opportunities through tours, visitors, and field trips. Then when given the
important choice of which pathway to follow, they have an accurate picture of
which career fits them best.
As juniors, students should continue to develop those skills because, as adults know, you play like you
practice. If you want to succeed in your career, start working hard at it now. Then when students see the
available careers through shadows and visits, they can get an accurate view of how well they will be able to
do the job as well as how well they may enjoy the daily duties.
As seniors, students can begin to see how their skills will pay off in a given professional field during their
internships. This is the third ghost to visit: what is yet to come. Students may find they do not want to
pursue that particular profession. That is just as valuable a lesson to learn as which one they want to
pursue—and they can do it a lot cheaper than spending money on college credits.
The key is that the Academies provide students a chance to change—a chance to see what their futures hold
and how well they like the fit. Like Scrooge, the chance to change one’s life doesn’t have to happen only
once a year. In the Academies, it can happen every day.
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ITI Academy students work on "upcycling" - creating
sculptures and works of art through donated items that
normally would have ended up in the garbage! We have
such talented and creative students!

The Freshman Academy had a great time at Michigan State
University last week. They got to visit the planetarium, go ice skating,
meet members of the women's basketball team, speak with an
admissions advisor, and enjoy the all-you-can-eat lunch buffet!

Congratulations to the CLHS Concert Band students! This past Friday, they performed at the MSBOA band
festival at Warren Woods Tower High School and earned an overall Division I rating in both concert and sight
reading. We’re very proud of our students and the way they represented our school and community.
Thanks to Rachel Harris for posting Facebook videos of their performance!
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Last weekend Center Line High School Electro Panthers played well enough to advance to the semifinals! All 24 members of the team helped and supported our drive team through some rigorous and
competitive matches. Our drive team did not disappoint! They earned us an overall score of 30 ranking
points! This means our team is currently ranked 112 out of 500 FIRST teams in Michigan.
To top it all off, the Electro Panthers were presented with one of the eight prestigious
judges awards! There were 40 teams present at the competition and out of all the teams,
we were chosen for the Excellence in Engineering award sponsored by Delphi, which
celebrates an elegant and advantageous machine feature. Judges stated they were
impressed that our students could both describe and demonstrate the mechanics of our
linear elevator, which was made possible by our custom lead screw design.

How much do you know about what’s going
on at Center Line High School? Principal
Szabo along with Mrs. Howery, Mr. Harvey,
and Mr. Roman tag-teamed this
presentation for the Board of Education
this past Monday. See all of the slides on
the CLHS Facebook page.
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Eighth grade students are in Washington DC. They left
bright and early Wednesday morning and will have a
whirlwind trip as they see many historic places and learn
first-hand about our nation’s capital.

Mr. Roddis, our CFO, read to students in Mrs. Evans’ class for
national reading month. His story choices included Don't
Push That Button and If You Give a Mouse an iPhone.
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Our theme for this past week's Saturday school was "The Earth." Students made globes, as they
learned about the water and continents on Earth. They practiced the terms rotation and revolution
with their globes, and they learned about hemispheres. Students then read about the different layers
of the Earth, and they made those layers with pudding and other sweet treats. Students measured
area and perimeter. They finished the day with lessons about the phases of the moon. They made the
moon phases out of Oreos, and they wore a moon phase simulator. What an amazing day!

Peck hosted 50 educators from around the state to find out more about the Leader in Me program. Visitors
got to see Habit Huddles and learn about the Seven Habits of Highly Effective People from student leaders.
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Over the past few weeks, Ms. Clynick and Ms. Tomei's GSRP
class have had many visitors! Taking time out of her busy
schedule, Val Sluss, CLPS bus driver and Wyatt's Daya, came in
to read Green Eggs and Ham, a Dr. Seuss favorite. She taught
us that it is okay to try new things.
Reinforcing the idea of trying new things, Avery's
grandma (from Better Health Market) showed us
how to make chocolate pudding using an
avocado. It was surprisingly delicious!

Ms. Louise from the Metroparks came in to
read Jabutí the Tortoise: A Trickster Tale from the
Amazon. She then introduced us to her friend
Lucky (a painted turtle) and taught us all about the
life of a turtle.

Our last visitor is one
that is going to stay in
the class for a
while. Welcome Simon,
our goldfish!
Students are sharing
the responsibility of
having a pet while
learning about
aquatic animals.
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3/16/2018

Quartermania Band Fundraiser @ CLHS

5:30-9pm

3/22/2018

Crothers Family Reading Night
Roose Family Reading Night
Preschool Open House

6pm
6pm
4-7pm

3/23/2018

The Wiz @ CLHS

7pm

3/24/2018

The Wiz @ CLHS

7pm

3/25/2018

The Wiz @ CLHS

3pm

3/26/2018

Board of Education Meeting @ Admin
Peck Stosh's Pizza Night

7pm
4-8pm

3/27/2018

Cranbrook Family Reading, Math & Science Night @ Peck
Wolfe PTC Meeting

5:30-7:30pm
6:30pm

3/30 - 4/8

Spring Break - No School

4/9/2018

School Resumes
Board of Education Meeting @ Admin

7pm

The Week in Review is
published every Friday
during the school year.
Submissions are welcome
and encouraged; email
your pictures and news to
Sue Pauling at
paulings@clps.org
by Thursday noon
to guarantee
inclusion in that
week’s edition.

